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• The changes of the MoU-Text were negotiated between the partners and we are in agreement.

• The final document to be signed should be sent from NASA any day now.

• The JSPP has also been updated (for now).

• The JSPP will be formally re-discussed between NASA and DLR next year.
German Structure

DLR Project Office:

- SOFIA program executive and project manager are covered by the project manager at DLR HQ.
- SOFIA program scientist and project scientist are covered by the project scientist at DLR HQ.
- SOFIA project chief engineer is located at DLR HQ too.

Interface with the head of the DLR department for space science.

Interface with NASA SOFIA project office.

Interface with the telescope operation, maintenance and science group (DLR contractor).

DLR Project Office + DLR Contractor interface with SMO & NASA operation division.

DLR Project Office & NASA Project Office charter advisory groups.